thyssenkrupp Quartier
Finding your way

Address
thyssenkrupp AG, thyssenkrupp Allee 1, 45143 Essen, Germany

Information for navigation systems
Destination point thyssenkrupp Allee 1, then follow the signs to the underground carpark for visitors.

Via motorway A 40
On the motorway A 40, exit Essen-Zentrum onto the B 224 direction Dorsten, at junction Hans Böckler-Strasse / Altendorfer Strasse turn left, after approx. 250 metres turn right onto thyssenkrupp Allee and enter the underground carpark for visitors (as shown on map).

Via motorway A 42
On the motorway A 42, exit Kreuz Essen-Nord onto Gladbecker Strasse / B 224 direction Essen, at junction Gladbecker Strasse / Grillostrasse turn right and follow the B 224, at junction Grillostrasse / Altendorfer Strasse turn right. After approx. 250 metres turn right onto thyssenkrupp Allee and enter the underground carpark for visitors (as shown on map).

Via motorway A 52
On the motorway A 52, exit Essen-Rüttenscheid onto the B 224 direction city center, at junction Hans-Böckler-Strasse / Altendorfer Strasse turn left, after approx. 250 metres turn right onto thyssenkrupp Allee and enter the underground carpark for visitors (as shown on map).

Taxi
Driving up and getting out is possible directly in front of Q1.

Public transport
Take the tramways 101, 103, 105, 106, 109 or bus route 11, 12 until station thyssenkrupp.